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1. INTRODUCTION 
An n x n matrix A with real constant elements is called a stability matrix 
if all its characteristic roots have negative real parts ([2], p. 242). In this case, 
the equilibrium of the linear differential equations 
dxjdt = Ax, U-1) 
where x is a column n-vector, is asymptotically stable (in the sense of 
Lyapunov [3]). It is well known ([3], p. 26) that A is a stability matrix if 
and only if the solution for the symmetric matrix P of the equation 
A’P+PA= -Q (14 
is positive-definite, where Q is any symmetric positive-definite matrix. 
The quadratic form V = x’Px is then a Lyapunov function for (1.1) with 
dV/dt = -x’Qx. Explicit determination of the solution P of (1.2) or the 
alternative matrix equation of Section 2 provides a convenient procedure [5] 
for testing stability of linear systems. The matrix Q can be taken diagonal 
(the unit matrix, say), and the Sylvester determinantal conditions used to 
determine whether the corresponding P is positive-definite. An alternative 
approach is to use the Routh-Hurwitz conditions, but these involve the 
calculation of the coefficients of the characteristic equation of A. Since the 
matrix P is symmetric, (1.2) represents &n(n + 1) linear equations for the 
&z(n + 1) elements of P. As previously shown by the authors [I], the number 
of equations and unknown elements can be reduced by n to $z(n - 1) by 
the introduction of a skew-symmetric matrix. Details are given in Section 2 
of the present paper. In the special case when A is known to have all real 
roots, for example if it is symmetric, the problem of determining whether 
1 It is assumed that A’ and --A have no common characteristic roots, so that the 
solution of (1.2) is unique. 
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A is a stability matrix, and the related problem of solving (1.2), are shown 
to depend on finding a symmetric positive-definite matrix Q satisfying 
A’Q = QA. (1.3) 
Recently, Smith [6] has obtained an explicit expression for P in algebraic 
form; his method involves calculation of the characteristic equation of A 
and evaluation of the cofactors of the first row of the nth-order Hurwitz 
determinant. It is shown in Section 2 that the introduction of a skew- 
symmetric matrix again gives some simplification. 
In the second half of the paper the problem of constructing stability 
matrices is considered. It is shown in Section 3 that any matrix A of the form 
A = n/r,(S - MJ, (1.4) 
where Mi and M, are arbitrary symmetric positive-definite matrices and S 
is an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix, is a stability matrix. Further, the 
magnitudes of the real parts of the characteristic roots of A are essentially 
independent of S. With the help of this result a sufficient condition is given 
for the sum of two stability matrices to be a stability matrix. In Section 4 
some examples are presented, including an interesting special case which 
results when Ml and n/r are diagonal. Also, a connection is shown with a 
result in the classical theory of small oscillations of mechanical systems. 
2. SOLUTION OF EQ. (1.2) 
Since P and Q are symmetric we can write (1.2) in the form 
(PA)’ + (+Q)’ = -PA - +Q, 
so that 
PA + +Q = S 
is a skew-symmetric matrix, and hence 
P = (S - $Q) A-l. 
The condition that P be symmetric gives 
(2.1) 
A’S + SA = +(A’& - QA). (2.2) 
Since S and both sides of (2.2) are skew-symmetric, (2.2) represents 
&(a - 1) linear equations for the $~(a - 1) elements of S, a reduction of 71 
in the number of equations and unknowns. 
If we are only interested in the solution of (1.2) insofar as it determines 
whether A is a stability matrix, then there is no need to calculate A-l. For, 
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provided A is nonsingular, P is positive-definite if and only if A’PA is 
positive-definite. Thus A is a stability matrix provided that 
A’PA = A’(S - ;Q) (2.3) 
is positive-definite, where S is the solution of (2.2). Since A’PA is symmetric, 
only &z(n + 1) elements need to be found from (2.3) by matrix multiplication. 
If A has real roots then we can find a symmetric positive-definite solution 
Q of (1.3) ([2], p. 67). In this case, we may take S = 0 in (2.2), so that 
the solution of (1.2) is simply 
P = -JQA-I. (2.4) 
Such a matrix Q is not unique, since (1.3) represents &z(n - 1) linear 
equations for the &(n + 1) elements of Q. 
A result which is sometimes useful is the following [.5j: The real parts 
of the characteristic roots of A are <u if and only if the solution of 
A’P f PA - 2uP = -Q (2.5) 
is positive-definite, where Q is any symmetric positive-definite matrix. 
The solution of (2.5) can be written 
P = (S, - $Q)(A - d-l (2.6) 
where S, is the skew-symmetric solution of 
A’S, + &A - 205’~ = a(A’Q - &A). (2.7) 
If A - a1 is nonsingular, the matrix P will be positive-definite if (A’ - cd) 
(S, - 38) is positive-definite; so again matrix inversion is unnecessary. 
We now consider a method due to Smith [6]. Let 
det(hl - A) = Xn + k,X+l + k.#ln-2 + *.a + k, (2.8) 
and define an 71 x YZ matrix G [the so-called companion matrix of (2.8)] by 
G= 
-0 1 0 0 . . . 0 
0 0 1 0 . . . 0 
0 0 0 1 . . . 0 
..I . 
0 0 0 0 . . . 1 
--kn -k,+, -k,+2 -k,.+ a** -k, 1. Gw 
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If U = (at,) is the solution2 of 
G’U + UG = -C, 
where C = diag (1, O,..., 0), then the matrix P given by 




is the solution of (1.2). Smith gives an explicit algebraic expression for U, 
which involves calculation of the cofactors of the first row of the nth-order 
Hurwitz determinant. In fact, because of the simple forms of the matrices G 
and C, we can solve (2.10) as follows. 
We can write the solution of (2.10) in the form 
U = (S, - +C) G-l, 
where S, is the skew-symmetric solution of 
G’S, + S,G = $(G’C - CG). 
The inverse of G is 
-k&km **. -k,/k, -l/k, 
0 . . . 0 0 
G-1 = 1 . . . 0 0 
. . . 
0 . . . 1 0 
and the right-hand side of (2.13) is just 
0 1 0 *** 0 
$‘C-CG) =$ 
-1 0 0 *me 0 
0 0 0 *-- 0 







We define a column vector s of order &n(n - 1) formed from the elements 
above the principal diagonal of S, , so that 
s’ = (S12 , %3 P s23 P s14 9 s24 9 s34 >***s %-lm > 9 (2.16) 
and (2.13) may then be written in the form 
Hs =g, (2.17) 
a Again we assume that G’ and -G have no common characteristic roots. 
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where g’ = (4, O,..., 0) and H is a square matrix of order +z(, - 1). The 
elements of H = (hij) can be found from the left-hand side of (2.13) without 
difficulty. We obtain 
i+-l)+I, j=;(J-l)(J-2)+1, 
= - = - hii = 1 I 1, 2,..., J 1; J 2, 3,..., n 1; 
;=j+1, j+-l)(J-2)+1, 
I = 1, 2,..., J - 2; J = 3, 4 ,..., TZ. 
hij = L,, > i = +(I - I)(1 - 2) + p, 
j = &(n - l)(n - 2) + 1, 
p = 1, 2 )..., I - 1, 
I = 1) 2 ,..., 71 - 1. 
hij = --km.+1 , j = &(r - l)(r - 2) + 1, 
j = g(n - l)(n - 2) + I, 
r = I + I,..., n, 
I = 1, 2 ,...) n - 1. 
All other hij = 0. The matrix H is very sparse, no row having more than 
four nonzero elements. The last column has n - 1 nonzero elements, the 
preceding n - 2 columns have n nonzero elements, and the other columns 
have at most two elements unity, the rest being zero. The coefficients Ki 
appear only in the last 12 - 1 columns. Thus, solving (2.10) by using (2.12) 
and (2.13) should present no difficulties, particularly if a digital computer is 
used.3 As already mentioned, part of the ease with which (2.10) or equivalently 
(2.13), can be solved is due to the simple form of C. It should be remembered 
that the calculation involved in solving (1.2) can also be made simpler when Q 
is diagonal (which can be assumed without loss of generality) by taking just 
one of the qii to be nonzero, in turn, and using the linear properties of (1.2). 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF STABILITY MATRICES 
It is easy to show that the matrix A given by 
A = P-l(S - $8) (3.1) 
(where P and Q are arbitrary symmetric positive-definite matrices and S is 
an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix) is always a stability matrix, for we have 
s Details of this aspect of the work will be presented elsewhere. 
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A’P + PA = -8. Since P-l is also a symmetric positive-definite matrix, 
(3.1) may be written in the form (1.4). We see also, from (2.1), that any 
given stability matrix can be expressed in the form (3.1), P and S then 
being uniquely determined by Q. If A is the matrix of a system of linear 
differential equations (l.l), then the quadratic form V = X’PX is a Lyapunov 
function, with dV/dt = -x’Qx. The ratio (dV/dt)/ I’ is therefore independent 
of S, so that the “speed” at which the solution of (1.1) approaches the origin 
is independent of S ([5], [7]). This implies that the magnitudes of the real 
parts of the characteristic roots of A are essentially independent of S. We can 
demonstrate this more precisely by using a result given in [7]. Let us write 
with 
and with 
&(A) = ai f j/f& , i = 1) 2 ,...) 11, (3.2) 
j z (-l)W 
0 > 011 3 01.2 > ..* > or, 
and let pi be the (real) characteristic roots of frPl& with 
(3.3) 
Pn N > *.* > j-L.2  p1 > 0. (3.4) 
We then have, from [7], 
Uld 7% and %I >, -pn ’ (3.5) 
That is, the real parts of the characteristic roots of A all lie between the 
greatest and least characteristic roots of the matrix -$PlQ. Notice also 
that, since trace S = 0, we have, from (3.1), 
trace A = trace( - $P-lQ), 
or 
(3.6) 
so that the sum of the characteristic roots of A is also independent of S. 
The role of the matrix S can be clarified a little. Certainly, the characteristic 
roots of A are real if S = 0, but they are not necessarily complex if S # 0. 
However, the roots of the matrix P-l S are either zero or pure imaginary. Let 
us denote them by I-t jy, , f jy2 ,..., &,jym, where yr > yZ > *a* > y,,, > 0 
and m < [tn]. By an argument similar to that used to obtain (3.5) it is not 
difficult to show that 
o< l/31 <y1, i= 1,2 )..., n. (3.7) 
We now give a sufficient condition for the sum of two stability matrices 
A and B to be a stability matrix. Let A be a given stability matrix, and P 
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be the corresponding solution of (1.2) for a given matrix Q. Then a sufficient 
condition for A + B to be a stability matrix is that B be of the form 
B = P-l(S, - QJ (3.8) 
where Q,, is an arbitrary symmetric nonnegative-definite matrix, and SO 
an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix. B is itself a stability matrix by virtue 
of (3.1), and A + B is a stability matrix since (A + B)‘P + P(A + B) = 
-Q - 2Q0 . Thus, if A # B is the matrix of a system of linear differential 
equations 
dx/dt = (A + B) x, w 
the quadratic form V = x’Px is a Lyapunov function for (3.9) with 
dV/dt = -x’Qx - 2x‘Qax < -x’Qx, so the system (3.9) is “more stable” 
than the original system (1.1). Notice that an equivalent alternative to (3.8) is 
B = (So - Qo) P, 
and that the real parts of the characteristic roots of both B and A + B are 
essentially independent of SO . 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES AND EXAMPLES 
As we have seen in Section 3, the real parts of the characteristic roots of a 
stability matrix (1.4) are essentially determined by the matrix M,M, . 
Let Ml = M, an arbitrary symmetric positive-definite matrix, and let n/r, = I, 
the unit matrix, then from (1.4) we obtain a stability matrix 
A, = MS, - M. (4.1) 
Taking Ml = I and M2 = M gives 
A, = S, - M. (4.2) 
Since the matrix product M,M, is the same for both (4.1) and (4.2), we 
conclude that the real parts of the characteristic roots of the matrices A, 
and A, all lie between the greatest and least characteristic roots of the 
negative-definite matrix -M, for any skew-symmetric matrices S, and S, , 
although A, and A, are, in general, of quite different form. The expressions 
(4.1) and (4.2) can also be thought of as generalisations of the fact that any 
negative-definite matrix is also a stability matrix. 
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Another interesting special case of (1.4) is obtained by taking ilfr and M, 
to be diagonal. Suppose Ml = diag(d, , d, ,..., d,) and M2 = diag(e, ,..., e,), 
with all di and ei > 0. This leads to a stability matrix A = (u,~), where 
aii = -diei < 0, z = 1, 2 ,..., 71 
(4.3) 
and aij = di sij , where sij = -sji , i#j. 
Thus, the elements on the principal diagonal of A are negative, but otherwise 
arbitrary (since the di and ei are arbitrary), and the off-diagonal elements 
are as in (4.3), where the sij are the elements of an arbitrary skew-symmetric 
matrix. Notice that a necessary but not sufficient condition for a stability 
matrix to be of the form (4.3) is that aijaji < 0, i # j. If 01% are the real parts 
of the characteristic roots of such a matrix A, we have, by virtue of (3.9, 
m;x (UkJ < 0$ < rnp (f&k), i = 1,2 ,..., ?Z. (4.4) 
Thus the magnitudes of the real parts of the characteristic roots of A are 
essentially determined only by the elements on the principal diagonal. 
In any case, provided the off-diagonal elements are as in (4.3), A will be a 
stability matrix for any negative aii . 
Finally, we show a connection with a result in the classical theory of small 
oscillations of a gyroscopic system about steady motion ([4], p. 145), (This 
connection was suggested to the authors by Professor. H. H. Rosenbrock, 
of the Institute of Science and Technology, University of Manchester.) The 
motion may be represented in vector-matrix notation by 
Pd2x/dt2 + G dxldt - Qx = 0, (4.5) 
where P is a symmetric positive-definite matrix, Q a symmetric matrix, and 
G a skew-symmetric matrix. It is easy to show that (4.5) is stable at the 
origin if Q is negative-definite [4]. Settingy = 3i, we can write (4.5) in the form 
where 
a = (PflQ (4.7) 
If B = (-t j), then g.9 + 902 = 0, so that if Q is negative-definite, the 
quadratic form V = (x5’) p’(E) is a Lyapunov function for (4.6), with 
dV/dt = 0, and the system is stable at the origin. 
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The matrices P-lQ and P-lG in (4.7) 1 a so appear in (3.1). Incidentally, 
(4.7) can be generalized: a system (4.6) with matrix 
where R is a symmetric nonnegative-definite matrix, is stable at the origin, 
for in this case @9 + 9% = -2(t i). 
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